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The bbc world service began in 1932 as the bbc empire service, broadcasting on shortwave and aimed
principally at english-speakers across the british empire his first christmas message (1932), king george v
characterised the service as intended for "men and women, so cut off by the snow, the desert, or the sea, that
only voices out of the air can reach them".Sue tyson-ward is a portuguese language consultant and writer of
more than 20 books on the portuguese language, country, and people. she has lived, studied, worked, and
traveled in portugal and brazil over the past 25 years, and spends many fascinating vacations traveling around
portugal with her family.Transcribed by 'marvelous marvolo' and jimmi thøgersen. this television show was
broadcast by the bbc in the uk and canada, and by the a&e cable channel in the u.s.Forty years ago today, on
october 8, 1978, the shroud of turin research project (sturp) team began their historic, first ever in-depth
scientific examination of the shroud of turin in a makeshift "laboratory" in the royal palace of turin. the
examination took place over a period of five days and nights, from october 8 through 13, 1978.He’s been
trying to make an adaptation of cervantes’ novel for over 20 years. after stunning setbacks, it’s about to make
its debut, writes nicholas barber.Portuguese is a descendent of latin, which was brought to the iberian
peninsula by roman soldiers, settlers and merchants from 218 bc. the earliest records of a distinctly portuguese
language appear in administrative documents dating from the 9th century ad.Bilbo baggins, a hobbit, is
smoking in his porchway one day when gandalf the wizard visits him. after a lengthy discussion, during which
bilbo uses the phrase "good morning" several times, in several different ways, bilbo, finding himself flustered,
invites gandalf to tea, and goes back inside his hobbit hole with a final "good morning".
Melvyn bragg and guests discuss the planet venus which is both the morning star and the evening star, rotates
backwards at walking speed and has a day which is longer than its year.Free online language courses.
word2word is pleased to provide these links in the hope of all people developing a better understanding of
others through the use of language.The hollywood reporter is your source for breaking news about hollywood
and entertainment, including movies, tv, reviews and industry blogs.The spleen located under the diaphragm
on the left side of the abdominal cavity, the spleen is the organ that filters out old red blood cells and foreign
organisms infecting the bloodstream.2. accessing text corpora and lexical resources. practical work in natural
language processing typically uses large bodies of linguistic data, or corporae goal of this chapter is to answer
the following questions:
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